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(See page 7)
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Editorial
Our 11th Annual General meeting (see
page 4) saw the retirement of our longstanding Chairman, John Groom. John
took over at a difficult time for the
club, which has subsequently gone
from strength to strength under his
leadership.

Our tenth anniversary year has come
and gone. It was a record year in terms
of new members, with 17 people joining or rejoining the club. At the end of
March membership stands at 97, with
77 joint members.

We thank him for all his efforts and
welcome his successor, Dave Witton,
who introduces himself overleaf.

Talking of membership, many thanks
to all of you who have renewed so
promptly. Special thanks to those who
completed the membership survey, the
results of which will be published in
the next edition of the NA7ter.

This time last year we began to hear
disquieting rumours regarding the allocation of age-related registration numbers to “specials” with home-built
bodies. At the time we hoped that the
problem would be soon resolved.
This has not been the case and in fact
the situation is even more confusing.
The latest information, such as it is, is
on page 27.

The revised list of members and the
breakdown register will be sent out
once the latecomers make it home!

Finally, the user name and password to
access the on-line NA7ter are in the
box below in copies mailed to members

Rick
Membership renewal should have been completed by 31 March 2016
If you do not renew, this will be your last NA7ter!
The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in July 2016

Please let me have any contributions before 30 June
Contact details are on the inside front cover
www.na7c.co.uk
“Members Only” user name: ***
April 2016

Password: ***
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Chairman's Chatter
I am delighted to be taking over from
John Groom who has held the reins
since 2009. There is never a stampede
to take on committee roles and that of
Chairman is no exception. John
stepped in during a period of uncertainty since when the club has gone from
strength to strength and I take this opportunity to thank John for his contribution in making this happen.
So what about me? Well like most
Austineers, my introduction to the
Austin Seven began long ago, in 1965
in fact, when I received a 1938 Ruby as
a Christmas present. (FWE 444 where
are you now?) A pal of mine had a box
saloon, which I was slightly jealous of
because I preferred the flat rad to the
ruby rad cowl design.
I shudder to think now of all the bodging I carried out in order to keep the
ruby on the road with a teenager's minimum funds. The old girl leaked oil
like a sieve but as long as oil added was
directly proportional to oil leaked,
things were ok. A form of Parkinson's
Law I suppose. Of course the inevitable happened and I had to periodically
replace the big end shells when equilibrium was lost. During this process,
another sump thread or two was
stripped which increased my carbon
footprint.
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In those days, Jack Dalby of Austin
Seven Service was the only dedicated
spares supplier that I remember – how
we are spoilt for choice nowadays! I
had the Ruby for about 2 years when it
finally dawned on me that it wasn't the
ideal motor for picking up the birds! I
moved on to bigger things.
Fast forward a few decades and my
love for these fantastic little cars was
rekindled. As Rick knows, having
gradually expanded the membership
form to tailor accordingly, we own
several Austin Sevens of various
shapes and sizes. I am lucky in that
Karen shares my passion for these cars,
and drives too, and we both believe in
making sure they are used. We have
enjoyed several marathons, from driving to The Scottish Rally near Perth, to
travelling to the South of France over
the Millau Viaduct. Eurotour 2017
with a trip to Austria also beckons.
We are both very happy to be part of a
fantastic, thriving club. Not only is
there an event of some sort going on
most weekends during the summer but
even in the winter months, there are
club evenings with a variety of interesting guest speakers which attract a
good turnout of members away from
their firesides. Moreover, we have a
high quality newsletter which is a
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'good read' and puts other clubs in the
shade.
All this takes much time and effort by
the committee but we are always open
to ideas for suitable rallies, events, or
perhaps even a weekend jaunt with an
evening dinner.
Having said that, is there an event of
some sort we haven't thought of? Are
we getting it right? For that reason, I
would urge you to complete the membership survey that was recently sent
out to all members with their renewal
invitations. As many of you know,
Karen and I shall soon – (my definition
is within 2 years – but watch this
space) – be based permanently in Suffolk. We are looking forward to being
able to participate in many more of the
events and runs as well as organising a
few ourselves.

This season is already looking busy
with a variety of events in which to use
your Austin. It is unfortunate that Norfolk Gala has been cancelled this season. Your committee explored other
options but at this stage in the year, it
was impossible to find an alternative
and suitable venue that could accommodate us all as a club. We hope that
the Gala will be back to normal next
year.
As I write this, we have had no rain for
quite a number of days now so let us all
hope for a nice warm sunny summer
conducive to some Austineering. What
happened to all those lovely summers
we used to have years ago?
I wish you safe and happy motoring in
2016

Dave Witton

Dave and Karen in their 1933 Type 65 – London to Brighton 2009
April 2016
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News
Annual General Meeting
The eleventh AGM was held on 15 March at The Jubilee Hall, East
Tuddenham
The Chairman, John Groom, opened
the meeting with 40 members present.
The minutes of the 10th AGM were
read, agreed and signed off as a true
record. There were no matters arising
from the minutes.
John began by thanking the members
for their support over his seven years as
Chairman and commented on the success of the club as it continues to go
from strength to strength.
The Secretary, Paul Maulden, reported
that it had been a quiet year with regard
to A7CA business, but that the Tenth
Anniversary celebrations had been a

4

success. He also confirmed that the
Christmas Dinner would be held at the
same venue as previous years.
The Treasurer, John Wyett, drew the
meeting’s attention to the balance
sheet for 2015, which showed that the
club was in a sound financial position
and the committee does not consider
that subscriptions need to increase for
2017.
The club started 2015 with total funds
of £2596 and ended the year with cash
in hand and at bank of £2717, the result
of an overall cash surplus of £121 for
the year. Membership and grey mag
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sales income both increased during the
year.
John went on to outline the major expenditures of the club. The club celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2015 and
this was marked by issuing a 10th anniversary NA7C mug, a BBQ in July and
a successful social evening in October,
subsidised by the club. After allowing
for the income received, the net cost of
these three items totalled £666.
The Christmas dinner was less well attended in 2015 than in 2014, £1060
rather than £1200 for the ticket sales
but the raffle receipts held up well,
thanks to members generosity in donating prizes and for the efforts in organising the raffle and selling tickets.
The club neither subsidises nor makes
a profit on the cost of the annual dinner.
The sales of tea, coffee, cakes and the
raffle prize draw income contributed
£304 towards hall and meeting expenses. Thanks are due to all involved for
the work which goes into organising
refreshments and raffle.
Full details of receipts and payments
are shown in the accounts sent to all
members. The total cost of printing our
“Natter” magazine was £650 in 2015
and the club continues to receive excellent service from our printers in Newmarket. The main reason for having
such a successful club magazine is of
April 2016

course the hard work put into it by our
Editor, Rick. The club is very lucky in
that he puts such a lot of hard work into
the magazine.
Since the year end the club has purchased a sound system at a total cost of
£436 and has also added to library
stock. Thanks are due to The Seven
Workshop, who donated a copy of the
Austin 7 Service Journal to our club library.
The accounts have been independently
reviewed and no matters arose which
need to be brought to your attention.
As of today the club has liquid funds
totalling £2032.
John concluded by saying that, as he
was retiring from work this year he
would no longer be able to call on his
colleagues who reviewed the accounts.
He asked for a volunteer from the
membership and Martin Jones later
agreed to do the job.
Dave Rix, the Events Co-ordinator,
then reviewed the runs, rallies and other events of the last 12 months. He began by commenting on the poor
weather, which meant that we were often either going out or coming home in
the rain.
Drive It Day had to be rearranged at the
last minute, but the replacement visit to
Topcroft and Tibbenham Airfields. At
5
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the latter, David wall generously offered members a flight in his Tiger
Moth, for which we thank him.
Other rain-affected events included the
Bungay Lions’ rally at Earsham Hall,
Paul’s Saints Run, David Charles’ Garden Party – thanks to the Charles family for their hospitality again – a run to
The Long Shop Museum at Leiston
and Gressenhall Village at War.
The Tenth Anniversary Events were
well attended, although the turnout of
“Sevens” at the barbecue was disappointing. The Social Evening and Buffet were excellent – thanks to Paul and
Liz for organising this.

next two years saw a falling off of
members. However 2012 saw the beginning of a revival and although there
are inevitable losses each year, we ended 2014/15 with a record membership
of 97, with 77 joint members and a total of 143 “Sevens”.
Rick closed his report by thanking
those members who have already renewed and in particular those who had
completed the membership survey, details of which will be published in the
next edition of the Natter.

The showground event was a success,
with a good turnout of cars over both
days – 28 in total. We also won a prize
for best club stand, which was satisfying for the organising team.

Turning to the Natter, Rick thanked all
those who have contributed over the
year. Feedback from other clubs with
whom we have a reciprocal magazine
swapping arrangement indicates that
the Natter is well thought of. Our printer produces it to a very professional
standard and most importantly at a reasonable and competitive price.

Having thanked all participants and
helpers for their efforts over the year,
and after a plea to members to suggest
or even organise events in the future,
Dave briefly outlined what was already
planned for 2016 – more details on
page 36

The website, for which Rick is also responsible, represents good value for
money, costing on average £30 per annum and is a useful advertisement for
the club. The majority of people who
joined this year did so with an application form downloaded from the site.

The Membership Secretary, Rick Fryer
began his report by looking back over
membership numbers for the club’s
first ten years. Starting with 57, membership rose steadily to 85 in 2009.
Following problems in the club, the

During 2015 we had approximately
3,500 unique visitors, from countries
as far afield as Lithuania, India and
Brazil!
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The most viewed pages were the
Events, Natter, How to join and the
gallery. The most downloaded items
were the Natter, application forms and
dinner menus

There being no other candidates, the
remaining Officers and Committed
were re-elected en bloc.

Commenting on DVLA inspections,
Rick reported that in the last twelve
months he had carried out four inspections, which earned the club £80 in
fees. More importantly, they were all
successfully dealt with by the DVLA,
and four more cars are potentially back
on the road.

The Thorne Trophy, which is awarded,
on an annual basis, for the best recent
restoration of an Austin Seven or a new
build of an Austin Seven Special. was
then presented by Henry (see below) to
a very surprised Rick Fryer, who
thought it was going to another member! The trophy was awarded for
Rick’s 1937 AVJ Van (see front cover).

The next item on the agenda was the
election of Officers and Committee
members. Dave Witton was elected
Chairman in place of John Groom.

There being no further business, the
Chairman closed the meeting with a
vote of thanks to the outgoing Chairman, John Groom.

April 2016
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Prize Crossword Solution

The item which you will need to take part in an NA7C event later in the year is a

RUBBER BAND
The lucky winner, who gets a year’s free membership of NA7C, is

Martin Jones

Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Mug
It’s hard to believe, but there are still several
members who have not claimed their free
commemorative tenth anniversary mug.
If you are one of them and would like
yours – or wish to purchase additional
mugs – please contact the Membership
Secretary (see inside front cover) to arrange
collection
8
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Club Library
New books added
The Club has an extensive library of Austin
Seven-related books, which has recently
been augmented by two copies of the Austin Service Journal for the Seven, 1927-39.
This book has recently been reprinted by
The Seven Workshop and we are grateful
to Jamie for supplying us with “two for the
price of one”.
Books may be borrowed, on short-term
loan, from the Librarian, John Hazell, on
any club night.
The stock currently comprises:
• Austin Service Journal for the
Seven, 1927-39

• Austin Seven Equipment And
Accessories

• The book of the Austin Seven

• Austin 7 1922-82

• The book of Austin 7 & 8

• Austin 7

• The Austin 7 book

• Austin 7 Unique Portfolio

• The Austin Seven Source Book

• Motor sport book of the Austin 7

• The Austin 7 A Pictorial Tribute

• Original Austin 7

• The Austin 7 - the motor for the
millions (1968)

• Seven Years with Samantha

• The Austin 7 - the motor for the
millions (1972)
• Austin 7 Specials
• Tuning & Maintenance of the Austin 7
• Austin From The Inside

April 2016

• The Austin 7
• Maintaining our transport heritage
• Thinking of buying an Austin 7?
• Austin Sevens in Europe
• Coleman’s Drive
• Zenith series 24T2 carburettor
service booklet
9
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Attention...Garden Lovers
For the benefit of keen gardeners, or
those who just fancy a nice day out,
Mavis Jenkins has drawn our attention
to Furze House Gardens, which are in
Rushall, near Diss.

These two-acre gardens will be open
from 10am-5pm, Saturday to Monday,
4-6 August and 20-22 August 2016.
All proceeds will go to support prostate
cancer care at the Norfolk and Norwich
Hospital.

Furze House, Harlestone Road, Rushall, Diss IP21 4RT
How to get there
From A140 turn off for Dickleburgh at
roundabout. Turn right at church. Furze
House is three miles on left.
From A143 Harleston roundabout to
Diss, turn right 500 yards into Harman’s
Lane West. Follow Upper Harman’s
Lane to end and turn left at T-junction.

10
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Attention...Art Lovers
The Editor has received details from the following artists:

Alan Denning
I have a passion for classic cars and I also
paint mostly using water colours. Just recently I have combined the two. Please take
a look at my web site – www.alansart.co.uk
Here you will see a selection of my water
colour paintings. These were all painted
from photos I have taken at classic car
meetings or car museums.
If you or any of your members would like me to paint a water colour of their classic
car please click the link in the top right hand corner of my web page.

Roger Farrington
I am a Automotive Illustrator producing bespoke illustrations for companies agencies
and individuals of their own cars.
If any of your members require such a service, please contact me on 01869 245307 or
rogerf@inkweldesign.co.uk

Attention...Book Lovers
Finally, the Editor has received details of the following newly-published book
“The Life & Times of a Classic Car Journalist & Photographer” by Paul Bussey
This book delves deeply into the fascinating world of vintage and classic
cars. It's a personal view, hugely informative and entertaining, encompassing car shows, motorsport,
April 2016

meeting collectors, enthusiasts and
personalities, a lifetime of driving different cars and trucks, Volkswagens,
aircooled and two-strokes, bubblecars
and micros plus much more.
11
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155 pages A4 casebound hardback, 12
chapters, over 200 colour photographs,
most of which are previously unpublished.

Available from Paul Bussey
Publishing & Media,
Price £25.99 + £7.00 p&p
Purchase online via the website
www.pnsbussey.com
Please allow 14 days for delivery
Telephone: 07941 556087
Email: pbpublishing@supanet.com

A Powerboat Evening
Dave Rix, himself an experienced powerboat driver, describes our
February guest speaker’s presentation
An interesting talk was given on 16
February by Gary Smith, a former National Hydroplane Racing Champion
from the 70s and 80s, who told us of
his experiences in those days.
The hydroplane is akin to a rather large
tea tray with an outboard motor bolted
to it, and it is driven (piloted?) by either
laying on your front or kneeling. If lying the foot operates the throttle. We
drivers of catamarans or monohulls
were of the opinion the hydroplaners
were complete nutters, while we were
regarded as armchair drivers by them!
12

Gary was National Champion in the
350cc OB class and won this class
eight times between 1977 and 1984.
He also raced in the 500cc (class 8) category in 1984 coming in second that
season.
He broke the world speed record in the
350cc class in 1985 at 96.27 mph and
again in 1986 at just over 100 mph but
he hit something in the water, which
ended that attempt!
Gary’s main skill (apart from his obvious ability as a driver!) was in the tunNorfolk NA7ter
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ing and preparation of the many types
of engines he encountered while racing. He told, for instance, of measuring
individual connecting rods at the
Koenig factory to ensure they were all
precisely the same length and weight,
and also selecting the crankshafts and
pistons to his satisfaction. The experiments with 15% nitro methane mix
wasn’t too successful and very stressful to the motors, which complained by
blowing up!
The assembled engine needed to be
perfectly balanced as it ran at around
17,000 rpm when ‘on song’ – a state it
was difficult to achieve and maintain

for very long. In serious racing the motor would be rebuilt after four races. It
would be interesting to know how
many man hours of rebuild time
equalled one hour of racing– I must ask
him one day.
The other big problem encountered
was the selection of props to suit the
course and weather conditions and
much time was taken on practice day
choosing the most suitable. Bearing in
mind these cost from £500 to £1200 in
those days, it needed deep pockets to
hold too large a selection. They could
be tuned to some extent, as a few thou
taken off could make quite a difference

Gary Smith – inset: Gary on Oulton Broad in 1982
April 2016
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– but those few thou couldn’t be replaced if it didn’t!
The mysteries and vagaries of carburation and electrics were gone into, with
the frequent demolition of the drive
gears to the prop being a constant headache. In the catamaran I ran, if the prop
came out of the water in rough conditions the engine revs went from 12,000
to a high pitched wail, until it hit the

water again when you hoped there was
still a gear or indeed a prop left to carry
on with!
Gary is of the opinion that present day
rules and regulations have just about
strangled the sport and squeezed the
enjoyment out, putting the cost beyond
most peoples’ reach. There is always
an element of danger in any racing but
that for some people is the attraction.

The Austin Seven Clubs Association Archive Project
Hugh Barnes (A7CA) reports on progress so far
Background
Many of you will already know about
the Association Archive, originally
formed by the Stanley Edge collection
of papers, drawings etc. he gifted to the
Association in the 1970s. Since then,
the collection has grown with further
donations and acquisitions and today is
housed a room 20' x 10' that we rent at
the Triumph 6 Sports Car club HQ in
Lubenham, Leicestershire.

any of the precious/irreplaceable material held. As a result of the concerns
raised by this, a small group has been
formed with the 3 following missions:

The Archive made the news in February 2015 when a burst heating pipe
caused a flood in the part of the building where the collection is held. Fortunately, damage was slight - and none to

• To secure a more appropriate long
term home for the collection - for
example, an Academic Institution
or respected Library.

• To reorganise, sort and catalogue
the collection
• To take digital copies of all material and publish these on the Association web site

Initial Project Team work
The group first met in November 2015
and has met twice more since then. The
initial phase of work is to scope the
project and work through a 'discovery'
14

phase, to clearly understand what the
collection holds and what needs to be
done. The scope element is largely
complete and the discovery phase is
Norfolk NA7ter
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well in hand. Since last November, a
small working party has met every
Thursday at Lubenham and is making
good progress in the organising, sorting and cataloguing the collection.
The first three months have seen a
number of positives outcomes. We
have embarked on the creation of a catalogue, we have sourced quotes for the
digitisation of the first selection of artefacts and have chosen our preferred
contractor for that work. The attendance of five members of the team on a
professional digital archiving course
has been arranged and photographs of
Trophies have been professionally taken. The photography has been made
possible through the generosity of a

team member who freely gave the
project his staff and photography studio time. Other expenses have been
funded by an initial £5000 grant from
Association funds. That sum should
cover our first planned work.
Minutes are kept of all meetings and
notes produced from each working
party day. These are all published on
the Association web site and I would
encourage you to seek them out. If you
point your favourite web browser at the
Association Web site at www.a7ca.org
- on the right hand side of that home
page, you will find a link 'Follow our
Archive Project updates' - this will lead
you to all the documents we have released.

Two of the trophies held by the Archive
Left: Brooklands 75 MPH Short Handicap, 2nd Prize, 1923, won by Arthur Waite
Right: Simms Hill trophy, Exeter Trial, 1935, won by Bert Hadley

April 2016
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The Future
The last three months or so has seen us
start to get a grasp of the collection and
what needs to be done. With that, and
our training, we will be in a much better place to actually start the work
needed. In the next few weeks we will
publish the Trophy photographs on
www.a7ca.org and will have delivered
the first set of artifacts to our contractors (Hampshire County Council) for
digitisation, this we expect to be complete in June 2016.
We will be continuing our work at
Lubenham, sorting, reorganising and
continuing to catalogue the collection.
It is a small group that meets to do that
so we are very much on the look out for
additional volunteers - particularly if
you have a background in archive or library disciplines. However, everyone
is welcome.
Another topic we will be following up
is the possibility of a Heritage Lottery
Grant. National funding is available for

Mystery Object

We are trying to fill the gaps in our collection of Handbooks and Parts lists.
The Archive pages of the web site contain a list of all the publications we
don't yet hold and, if you have one of
our missing publications and would be
able to loan us a copy for digitisation
or, even better, be prepared to donate a
copy, that would be a wonderful gesture and really help the project.
Finally, I will be writing a small piece
like this every quarter in future, and
with the help of your Club magazine
Editor, I will continue to give you
highlights of our progress. If you have
any questions, please feel free to get in
touch regarding any aspect of the
Project.

$

John Wyett was recently given a box
full of assorted junk by a chap at his local garage, some useful and passed
onto various folks. In the box was the
item pictured opposite and despite lots
of research he has no idea what it is.
It appears to be part of a carb or diesel
pump. There are four screw-in nozzles
16

projects such as ours and that is to be
pursued. Again, if you have any experience in that area and can spare some
time, we would be delighted to hear
from you.

marked in what he would guess is a firing order 2 1 4 3. It’s made of brass and
the float chamber (if that is what it is)
has a diameter of about 1.25 inches.
Can one of our readers tell us what it
is? Please contact the Editor (detail inside front cover). No prize, just curious!
Norfolk NA7ter
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New Members
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:
Cliff and Sue Smalley live in King’s
Lynn. Cliff, a confirmed Morris enthusiast has finally seen the light and is
now looking for a Box Saloon!

Tom and Lizzie Boyd live in Occold,
near Eye in Suffolk and are the proud
owners of a 1950s Special on a 1931
chassis.

John and Barry Howell come from
Old Costessey and are also looking for
a Box Saloon.

Selwyn Sutton and Tina Rose come
from Hellesdon, Norwich and currently do not have a “Seven”.

Bill Ridley, however, actually has a
1934 RP. Bill lives in Blofield, near
Norwich.

Mystery Object
April 2016
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Our Cars
The Tale of a Tourer
Henry Labouchere tells us about his car
The tourer was purchased by my father
from Massey and Bridges in Fakenham
in January 1955 and given to my brother, John. It was then a Box Saloon and
I believe it cost £50. Very soon after
that John rolled it over and rebuilt it as
a van, and he drove it all over Europe.
It was given to me in about 1960 (aged
twelve) to drive round our 25 acres. I
also used to take it in the horse box to
Little Snoring airfield.

18

Having completely wrecked it I sold it
back to my brother for four sheets of
plywood to finish the speedboat I was
making – it was marine ply!
For fifty years it languished in the family, with some half-hearted efforts at
restoration, until David Wall relieved
me of the bits and made into the most
fantastic little bus. Back on the road in
May 2015 it is still awaiting final finishing.

Norfolk NA7ter

Our Cars
Spring is in the Air...
...and Charles Levien gets to grips with his!
It’s probably true that many Austin
Seven owners don’t like to mention, at
least in polite company, that their little
treasure is “bottoming out” when burdened with passengers plus the extra
woollies needed for a week in Yorkshire. It was on the way home from this
delightful county last year that our
Opal, Mavis, made it clear we should
look at her rear springs.
A new pair of low frame springs was
easily acquired from Ian Dunford
(Vintage Austin Services) and a day
chosen for what I expected to be the
difficult task of removing springs fitted

nearly 80 years ago at Longbridge. In
fact the springs came out quite readily
in response to a few hefty blows from
a lump hammer just behind the axle
mounting points – one of the few cases
where taking a hammer to an Austin
Seven is actually a good idea.
I was quite surprised to see the difference between the original springs and
the ones Ian had supplied. The new
ones were much stiffer and made up of
7 leaves with a camber of 3.5 inches.
The old ones had 5 leaves with the difference in depth being taken up by
three wooden packers on each side,
one above the spring and
two below.They were
much softer but with a
camber much the same as
the new springs. I had a
chat with Ian at this point
and he assured me that the
springs he had supplied
were the correct ones for
the Ruby series cars.
I got them fitted without
any difficulty and without
needing any of the packing pieces. My troubles
began when I lowered the
car back down – the car
was obviously sitting way
too high – see photo on
left.

April 2016
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Our Cars
Ruby
(top)
and
Nippy
(bottom)
springs
compared

At this point I had a chat with Dave
Waller on the Friends Forum who said
he hadn’t come across this problem before. but suggested I go back to Ian
Dunford to find a possible solution.
And so it was that Ian despatched a
couple of Nippy springs to try. I was
heartened to see that they had only six
leaves, a reduced camber of 2.5 inches
and were obviously going to give a
softer ride.With a cry of “once more in

the breach,” if that adequately describes rolling around a cold garage
floor in January and a few hours later I
had them fitted.
Imagine my relief when the car came
off the jack and settled into a perfect
position.
Of course the front then seemed a little
low – but that’s another story!

Sparks!
John Wyatt
Ever wondered about the development
of spark plugs?
These essential components are often
neglected in our cars and we tend to
take them for granted. But how did
they develop? What is the history of
the major players in the spark plug
market?
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These days, I guess, we mostly use
Champion or NGK plugs in our little
cars. Some of us may even have original Lodge or KLG plugs fitted, or
tucked away in the garage somewhere.
Certainly, looking at older handbooks
or parts books you will often see a reference to KLG or Lodge plugs as original fitments.
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Spark plugs were developed originally
as a way of overcoming the problems
of flame or hot tube ignition systems
fitted to some very early veteran cars.
Etienne Lenoir is generally credited
with the first sparkplug in 1860, which

fired his gas engine. Subsequently patents for improved spark plugs and ignition systems were registered by Nikola
Tesla, Robert Bosch, Frederick Simms
and Albert Champion.

Champion
Champion plugs were developed by
Albert Champion as a way of raising
money to fund his cycling and motorcycling racing activity. In 1904, the
founder of General Motors (William
Durant) brought Champion and his
company to Flint, Michigan and established the Champion Ignition Company, but the company got into financial
difficulties and Albert was dismissed.
He went on to form the AC Spark Plug
company in 1908 which eventually became the AC Delco Company.

tors as a subsidiary and the company
eventually became Delphi Automotive
Systems.Champion is now part of the
Feral Mogul Group, a US conglomerate.

His company became a major supplier
of aircraft plugs during World War
One, producing up to 50,000 plugs a
day.
Unfortunately, Champion died of a
heart attack whilst attending a function
in Paris to honour his company for supplying the spark plugs to Charles Lindberg’s “Spirit of St Louis”, which
achieved the first solo flight across the
Atlantic in 1927. Champion’s name
survives on every plug made by AC
Delco and Champion currently sold.
After Champion’s death, the AC company was absorbed into General MoApril 2016

An Early Champion Plug
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KLG
This plug was developed by Kenelm
Lee Guinness (right), of brewing family fame, He was a racing driver in the
1920’s and his contribution was to pioneer the use of mica as an insulator
rather than porcelain. One of the problems of early porcelain plugs was that
the porcelain was porous and tended to
oil up due to the higher concentration
of oil in poorly refined early petrol.
KLG plugs were seen to be much more
reliable than other types of plugs and
were used extensively by companies
and individuals looking for world land
speed records.
Guinness sold his interest in KLG to
Smiths in 1926 but retained a role as a
consultant.
Personal tragedy lead him to commit
suicide in 1937 as a result of ongoing
trauma following a motor accident in
1924.

KLG remains a brand name. The company was sold to Smiths Industries
which was eventually absorbed (I believe) into the Tube Investments
Group. TI have since gone through
many group reorganisations so the current ownership of the brand name is
difficult to trace. Original KLG plugs
can still be bought from the “Green
Spark Plug Company.

Lodge
The Lodge brothers (Alec and Brodie)
formed a partnership to produce ignition systems based upon their father’s
(Oliver Lodge) experimental work into
electrical discharge systems in 1904.
Alec Lodge was the entrepreneur
whilst Brodie Lodge handled the administration side of the business

ish Thomson Houston. Bernard had
formed the Mascot company in 1908 to
produce an early type of sparking plug.
Herbert Austin used Mascot plugs in
his Wolseley cars. The Lodges and
Hopps formed the Lodge Sparking
Plug company and for the first time
motorists were able to buy an efficient,
gas tight non-detachable type of plug.

In 1913 their firm was joined by Bernard Hopps who had worked with Brit22
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Alec Lodge used many innovative
marketing tools to get his company’s
products into the public domain, often
incurring the wrath of other manufacturers. One famous attempt to draw attention to his company products
backfired when he used an enormous
spark plug on his stand at the London
Olympia motor show in 1908, it was
found that the plug was connected to
the mains supply which helped it to
spark continuously! Lodge also added
electric lighting sets to their product
range to replace unreliable acetylene
lighting.
Lodge became a major supplier for aircraft plugs in World War One and in
the post-war period expanded their
production at their new factories in
Rugby and Olney.

In the 1930s it was rare to see a motoring publication without original and innovative advertisements for Lodge
plugs.
In the 1930s a major investment was
made by the company into an improved insulator and in 1935 this investment gave a boost to the company
when the pink ceramic “Sintox” plug
insulators began to appear. This material enabled massive production economies to be achieved over the previous
mica insulation.
In World War Two, plug production
was doubled as a result of wartime contracts. When the USA entered the war,
the European bombing campaign
meant that Lodge plugs became the
standard fitment for US bombers. Apparently, RAF and USAAF orders absorbed 75% of company production.
Technological developments were
considerable. By the end of the war, the
service life of a plug had increased to
300 hours, which was a great comfort
to exhausted and traumatised wartime
aircrews returning from bombing missions.
Post war, the company became heavily
involved in supplying plugs for an expanding commercial flying market as
well as a meeting a boom because of
relatively low cost motoring.
Lodge Plugs became a public company
in 1949. The company was acquired by

April 2016
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Smiths Industries in the 1960s and the
brand (I believe) now belongs to Morgan Ceramics, a US-based conglomerate.

industry in the UK. There are many
websites which deal with the hobby of
collecting spark plugs, a google search
will reveal them if you are interested.

Much of this article is based on information taken from www.gracesguide.co.uk which is a really good
archive of the history of manufacturing

One thing is certain, there is a lot more
to the humble spark plug than meets
the eye!

Rubber Band Race Night – Tuesday 19 April

Rules
1. Each car must be no bigger than 10.5 inches long, 4.5 inches wide and 5
inches high (266mm x 114mm x 177mm). THE CARS MUST BE ABLE
TO FIT IN THE SCRUTINEERS “GARAGE”.
2. All cars must be fitted with a body - saloon, sports, van, open tourer or
special. Rolling chassis are not permitted.
3. All cars shall be powered by ONE Number 34 rubber band. A regulation
band will be supplied and fitted on the night by the scrutineer.
4. The rubber band shall be complete and intact. No cut bands or catapult
starts are allowed.
5. Cars may be made from wood, card, plastic, adhesive tape and glue. No
metal parts are allowed EXCEPT for the road wheels. Any gears and axles
must be non-metallic.
6. The car that travels the greatest distance in a straight line shall be the winner. There will also be a “Concours” prize for the car judged the best looking
model on the night.

The scrutineer's decision is final
24
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Sales and Wants
1930 AF Tourer for Sale
James Brierly is selling his 1930 AF Tourer. It is known as Bluebell and is
pictured below.
She is up and running and James is looking for £9,500 for this very tidy car.
Contact him on 07870685688 or at james@jjduk.co.uk

April 2016
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Sales and Wants
1935 Mk 1 Ruby for Sale
Fred Lucas is selling his 1935 Ruby. Restored in 2010, it has been standing for some
time so will need re-commissioning. Last run summer 2015.
Resprayed grey/black, seats re-upholstered (tan) with new headlining and trim
panels. Working sunroof, indicators fitted.
Currently fitted with a 3 bearing engine but to be sold with the original 2 bearing
engine (for rebuild). Charging system may need attention.
Has a current V5 and the old buff log book, original Norwich registration number
(non-transferable). Interesting history.
Offers around £5,950 (includes spare engine for rebuild).
Contact Fred Lucas on 01366 501065 for viewing and further details.
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The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They
publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may
affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like
to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website
at: www.fbhvc.co.uk

UK Legislation
Bob Owen

Registration Matters
In the last Newsletter I set out the reasons why we are not at one with DVLA
on the licensing processes. I wish I
could report real progress. While, as
Ian sets out in his section, we are proceeding with what amount to some
workarounds arising from the problems DVLA's approach is currently
creating for us, our view of the underlying principles has not changed, but
nor has DVLA's. As we firmly believe
our view, particularly of the history of
this matter, is evidence based, we will
set out to gather the evidence.
Perhaps most worryingly, while, from
the outset of the V765 and related
schemes, the Federation has clearly
been recognised as a stakeholder and
DVLA still treats us as a participant in
the system when it is to their advantage, for example by referring applicant queries, even from those who are
not in member clubs to us for assistance. Thus we were able to express our
April 2016

views on the last formal consultation
on the subject in 2004-2005. However,
DVLA have, as I explained, undertaken a redesign of their processes. This
redesign has largely been presented to
us as a fait accompli, with changes and
refinements having to be sought and
negotiated after the fact. It might be
thought that it would have been much
more efficient for everyone if the Federation had been invited to comment
on the proposed redesign and its ramifications before they went into force.
Instead, we had to wait until the meeting in September to even be told there
had been a formal redesign.
We are concerned as well that there
seems to be some doubt in the minds of
the DVLA people that the Federation
are, in making our arguments, not truly
reflecting the views of our members.
This is partly based upon the immediate reactions at the September meeting,
which did not appear generally hostile.
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This probably mainly reflected politeness, but also for sure the fact that there
was a lot to digest and some of the significance of what was said only really
became clear as people gave the information proper consideration. We believe very firmly that our approach is
indeed fully in line with our members'
needs, and we will continue to press
our points on this understanding.
We are also concerned about the failure of DVLA clearly to explain their
policies to applicants in general. Guidance Notes are, almost without exception, now out of date and the only way
to assess the changes is from careful
examination of the notes of the September meeting at Swansea. These are
not always clear and in any event
DVLA has declined to make them generally available.
While DVLA have now allowed the
Federation to make the information
known outside the limited number of
organisations DVLA felt able to invite
in September, they have assumed that
the Federation then has general responsibility to reach the entire historic vehicle movement in the UK. With the best
will in the world, and while we do try
to reach as many as we can and expand
our coverage, it is nevertheless simply
the fact that there are many owners of
historic vehicles out there who are not
members of Federation member clubs
and who thus have no access to up-to-
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date guidance. I must say I am surprised that DVLA considers this situation satisfactory.
I have to report that the first approach
by the All Party Parliamentary Historic
Vehicles Group (APPHVG) to Government has not achieved very positive
results. Following the presentation of
our arguments in a meeting with the
Minister, Mr Andrew Jones MP by the
APPHVG chairman, Sir Greg Knight,
and our chairman David Whale, the
only response has been that: “The policy has not changed”. While this comment was made during a speech and so
was accompanied by no detail, we understand Mr Jones is writing to Sir
Greg, which might mean we get more
clarity on the reasons why DVLA consider this to be the case. We do not
doubt that Sir Greg will wish to take
the matter further and we will be working out how best to support him.
Meanwhile we can only say to those
with projects which now appear to be
at risk because of changed bodywork
styles that they ought not to despair,
but on the other hand would probably
be best to be patient and not to put forward applications for the next little
while, as things might well get a little
better.
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Vehicle Enquiry System
In the last Newsletter I offered advice
as to a possible solution to the longrunning saga of incorrect makes which
DVLA has been reluctant to amend.
This is of course more important than it
used to be, as 'Make' is one of the mandatory search terms for accessing the
VES.
I suggested that, as DVLA were insistent that there must be 'vehicle specific'
evidence to get an entry corrected, people with the problem try using something like the advised paperwork to get

their Make details corrected. I have
also spoken to one member club, who I
know have a large number of such errors, and they are going to try it. They
will feed their experience back to me.
If anyone else follows this process and
it still results in a refusal, please let me
or the secretary know. As I said before
I would also really like to know of successes, so I can feed back our thanks to
DVLA if this long-standing sore point
is at last fixed.

DVLA
Ian Edmunds
There is very little new to report this
time. This is partly because I am writing these words only a few days after
the end of the Christmas and New Year
holiday but also partly because, as Bob
Owen reports elsewhere, we are engaged in discussions with both DVLA
and our Parliamentary contacts on a
number of topics, amongst which are
some preliminary considerations of the
issues surrounding replacement bodies, but as yet there are no conclusions
to share. Meanwhile I will of course
continue to attempt to assist with individual cases where I can.
Among the topics mentioned above is
the requirement for a new DVLA VIN
to be applied to restored vehicles in
April 2016

certain circumstances and particularly
the associated requirement for the original frame or chassis number to be obliterated. We are receiving a number of
very concerned comments and observations on this subject from member
clubs and FBHVC entirely shares these
concerns. We have already raised them
in the meeting with Andrew Jones MP
that Bob refers to under the Legislation
heading and will continue to press the
point.
DVLA have informed us that following comments received at the Swansea
meeting on 23 September regarding
dating certificates they intend to collect more information about registration applications that are supported
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solely by a dating certificate. Thus for
a period of three months from the beginning of January a random selection
from all such applications, for vehicles
of all ages and types, will be chosen for
inspection. As is now normal the inspections will be carried out by SGS at
a location of the applicants choosing
and at no cost.
The resulting reports, supported by
photographs, will assist DVLA in
judging how the process might be improved for the future. Thus you may
have become aware of an increased
frequency of inspection but this should
not be a cause for alarm, there is no sinister motive! DVLA have offered to
share their findings with the Federation
Subject

and indeed hope to share them with a
wider audience at a repeat meeting
likely to be held in Swansea around
April.
Attendees at the September meeting
will have received a follow up from
DVLA listing 20 topics from that
meeting and the progress made in addressing them. For the benefit of those
who were not able to attend this is, with
DVLA's agreement, reproduced below. We would stress that this is a
DVLA document and, as noted in an
earlier Newsletter, FBHVC does not
necessarily agree with all of it and is
continuing to lobby to that effect.

Questions

Background

Progress

Heritage
Certificates
(Policy)

Why does a heritage certificate
need to be supported with a dating certificate?

When a Heritage Certificate is issued no checks are
made to confirm that the
details provided are for the
actual vehicle being presented for registration. As
such a further confirmation
is required to confirm that
the vehicle exists. This is
often presented in the form
of an additional dating certificate.

Ultimately DVLA need to be satisfied that the vehicle exists and
details are the same as provided on
V55/5 application. However, the
form in which the confirmation has
to appear is being considered.

NOVA (Policy)

Is NOVA required
for pre ‘73 vehicles?

When contacting HMRC to
establish if NOVA is
required for a pre-1973
vehicle, often customers are
being advised that there is
no VAT interest in the vehicle.

There is a legal requirement to
notify details of any vehicle that
will be imported/first registered in
the UK, to HMRC.
A NOVA notification must be
made

Dating
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Subject

Questions

Background

Progress

Template
(Policy)

Could DVLA provide us with a
template dating
certificate?

Could DVLA provide us
with a template dating certificate?

DVLA to review. In the meantime
clubs should ensure certificates are:
• An original on letter headed
paper
• Include contact details of the
club providing the letter/certificate
• Record the make, model, chassis number/VIN and date of
manufacture
• Include a date of issue
• Explain how the date of manufacture was determined and how
the vehicle is linked to that date
(i.e. inspection or photos and
chassis rubbings)
• Reference the source material
used to determine the manufacture date (factory records etc)
• Be worded so date of manufacturer is clear. “Representative of
“is not acceptable

Expiry Date
(Policy)

Could the 1 year
expiry be
extended to 5
years?

It is reasonable to expect,
that date on a dating certificate following restoration, the dating certificate
would be requested shortly
before an application is presented to the DVLA. The 1
year expiry date is to safeguard any changes which
could be made to the vehicle
following receipt of a dating
certificate. Some club representatives asked if this
could be extended to up to 5
years.

DVLA to review.

Manufacturer
Dates (Policy)

How do we correctly date a vehicle if only the
period of manufacture is available?

Some clubs have difficulty
in providing an exact date of
manufacture and can only
date a vehicle based on a
manufacturers period of
design

The date of manufacture should be
taken from the end of the period.

April 2016
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Subject

Questions

Background

Progress

Can clubs be made
aware on first registration applications why a dating
certificate has
been rejected?

Clubs explained that rejection letters at 1st registration
are unclear as they do not
give the customer a specific
reason why a dating certificate has been rejected. Also
clubs are not advised of the
reason.
DVLA clerks use a standard
letters package for reject letters. Where necessary, letters are tailored. Bespoke
letters cannot be produced
for every rejected application, nor can they be sent to
the club as well as the applicant.

DVLA to review current reject letters.

V765/3 (Policy)

Can the V765/3 be
updated to make it
clearer that tax
discs alone are
insufficient evidence?

Clubs feel the leaflet is misleading. However, the information currently provided
in the V765/3 should not be
read in isolation. It has
always been a requirement
to demonstrate a clear link
between the vehicle and the
registration number. Tax
discs on their own do not
provide a link as they only
contain general details

DVLA to review at next forms
revision.

Incomplete
Vehicles
(Policy)

Can incomplete
vehicles be registered under the
V765 scheme?

Vehicles must reflect what
they were originally registered as i.e. shown on VE60
/old style log book. The
DVLA records must reflect
the finished build.

Incomplete vehicles cannot be registered under the V765 scheme.

Rejected
Applications
(Operational)

V765 Scheme
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Questions

Background

Progress

Bodyshell
(Policy)

Can we replace a
body shell if it is
of a different
style?

Clubs were concerned about
vehicle fitted with Coach
built bodies [SIC] Where an
application is made under
the V765 scheme and a
replacement body has been
fitted, for coach built bodies
the completed vehicle
sometimes differs to the evidence presented in support
of the claim for the registration

Initial discussions underway with
the FBHVC Clubs as to how clubs
can evidence this

VES
(Operational)

Could Customer
Enquiry Group
(CEG) confirm
there is a full
record in VSS?

Clubs asked if they could
call DVLA's customer
enquiries to check if a full
record is held before submitting a V765 application.
The 0300 790 6802 number
is the DVLA general customer contact centre
number for vehicle related
enquiries

Clubs should not be calling the
DVLA contact centre for confirmation if a vehicle record exists.
Where a customer has a vehicle
that is displaying a registration
number but they are not in possession of a registration certificate the
advice is to complete a V62 and
DVLA will investigate on receipt.

Contact Details
(Operational)

Could contact
details for individual clerks be provided?

Clubs asked for specific
contact details for individual clerks

DVLA are unable to provide specific contact details for individuals
A V765 and “kits and
rebuilds” email address are already
in place for clubs to contact the relevant processing team with
enquires

VE60
(Operational)

If a VE60 is sent
in with a V62 the
VE60 is not
always returned,
why?

Clubs asked why VE60s are
not returned to keepers
when an application for a
registration document is
made using
a V62 form. The current
practice is to return VE60/
01d style log books, when
received with V62 applications.

Clerks are instructed to return the
VE60 in all cases

April 2016
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Questions

Background

Progress

Rebodied
(Policy)

Where a replacement body (under
25 years old) is
used, can a vehicle
still be considered
under the scheme?

A reconstructed classic
must be built from a collection of all genuine period
parts, over 25 years old.
This includes the body,
which must be appropriate
to the vehicle. A vehicle
built from a mix of old and
new parts is not acceptable.

Initial discussions underway with
the FBHVC

Definitions
(Policy)

Could definitions
be provided for
rebuilt, restored
and repaired vehicles?

Clubs asked for definitions
of each of the terms in order
to ensure correct terminology is used on the applications.

This will be considered, however, it
should be noted that there is difficulty in providing
definitions as they depend on the
nature of the work carried out.

DVLA VIN
(Policy)

Why do DVLA
issue VIN'S to
reconstructed classics, why can't
original identity
from a chassis/
frame be kept?

Vehicles built with components from more than one
source vehicle, cannot be
considered as the original
vehicle, and will require a
DVLA VIN. These are
newly constructed vehicles
using old parts and therefore
a new entity. The vehicle
cannot be allowed to retain
the identity from one particular component part
because it is just that - a
component.

DVLA to review.

Non Transferable (Policy)

Once a vehicle
becomes an historic vehicle can
the vehicle registration mark automatically be made
non-transferable?

Where a vehicle is re-registered and assigned a pre1963 registration number, it
is currently allocated on a
non-transferable basis.
Clubs suggested in order to
retain the historical integrity
of the vehicle, the VRN
becomes nontransferable
when moved into the Historic tax class.

This is something that DVLA have
also considered, and will look at
going forward.

Reconstructed Classics
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Questions

Background

Progress

Process Map
(Policy/Operational)

Could we have a
process map for
clubs showing different registration
routes?

It was clear from the event
that there is confusion about
different registration routes.

A process map will be considered.

Post Office
(Policy/Operational)

Could Post
Office® branches
authenticate documents?

Clubs asked if Post Off ice®
branches could authenticate
documents. Other clubs in
an applicant's immediate
area can already authenticate documents. It does not
have to be the club for the
marque.

Post Office® branches will not be
authenticating documents.

Rolling 40 year
exemption
(Policy)

Can a vehicle
move into the historic tax class
without a licence
being issued?

Currently, a change of tax
class can only be carried out
when a licensing application
is made.

DVLA to review.

Other

April 2016
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What’s On
The Events Calendar for 2016 is on page 36. However, there will be changes and
many more events added during the year. The latest version is available on the
website at

www.na7c.co.uk
The Club’s Events Coordinator is Dave Rix, who can be contacted on
01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com.

Here are some of the events over the next few months:
Sat/Sun 9/10 April – Eastern Counties Vintage Tractor Show – Royal Norfolk
Showground.
Sun 17 April – Halesworth to Snape Run.
Tue 19 April – NA7C Meeting – Rubber Band Racing Night. See page 24 for
details.
Sun 24 April – Drive It Day A visit to Zenos Cars, Wymondham. Meet at the The
Railway Hotel forecourt at 10.30 to leave at 10.45 and head to Zenos. The visit
should be over by 1.00ish Those who wish can book a meal at the Railway for 1.30
(call 01953 605262 to book a table and mention you are part of the car club) and those
with picnics could have them at the Zenos car park. If you are coming along please
contact Dave on 01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com. After lunch, weather and
time permitting, Rick will lead a “back-lanes run” to Dereham Windmill (approx 12
miles), where coffee and conveniences are available.
Sun/Mon 1/2 May – Stradsett Park Vintage Rally, Stradsett Park, Downham Market.
Sun 1 May – Bungay Lions Classic Vehicle Rally and Country Fayre.
Mon 2 May – Broadland MG Owners Club Heritage Run.
Sun 8 May – Daffodil Craft and Country Fair, Langley School, Loddon.
Sun 15 May – Classic Car & Bike Rally Skeyton Goat.
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Tue 17 May – NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament. See page 40 for details.
Sat/Sun/Mon 21/22/23 May –Strumpshaw Steam Rally.
Sun 22 May – Vintage Fair, Rackheath Playing Field.
Sun 22 May – Classic Car Rally, Corton Playing Field.
Sun 29 May – A Saunter Through the Saints, Mettingham Old Victorian Tea
Rooms 10.00-10.30.
Sun 5 June – Elveden Car Show.
Sun 12 June – Euston Rural Pastimes.
Sat 18 June – East Tuddenham Garden Fete, Alston's Farm,
Sat/Sun 18/19 June – Swanton Morley Tractor & Bygones Rally.
Sat/Sun 18/19 June – Vintage Rally & Country Fair, Goodrich Park, Palgrave.
Tue 21 June – NA7C Meeting – Drive-It Night & Barbecue.
Sun 26 June – Marham Charitable Fun Day Blacktop Fields, Ladywood Rd, RAF
Marham.
Sun 26 June – Yaxham Vintage Day.

April 2016
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NA7C Events Calendar 2016
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event

Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded – a new or amended event
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event
Date
Apr 3

Event
Ufford Vintage Cars

Dave Rix

9 Sat Eastern Counties Vintage Tractor Show
10 Sun

Royal Norfolk
Showground

Dave Rix

17 Sun Halesworth to Snape Run

Halesworth Main Car Park Paul Maulden 01986 872537
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
- 10.00am

19

Tue

NA7C Meeting - Rubber Band Racing

Paul Maulden 01986 872537
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com

24

Sun

Drive It Day - A visit to Zenos Cars

Meet at the Railway Hotel, Dave Rix
Wymondham 10.30am
Stradsett Park,
Downham Market

Dave Rix

1

Sun Bungay Lions Classic Vehicle Rally and
Country Fayre

Earsham Hall, Bungay

Dave Rix
www.bungaylions.org.uk

2

Mon Heritage Run
Broadland MG Owners Club

Venue to be announced

Dave Rix
www.broadlandmgoc.co.uk

8

Sun Daffodil Craft & Country Fair

Langley School, Loddon

TBA

17

Tue

NA7C Meeting - Skittles Tournament

21 Sat Strumpshaw Steam Rally
22 Sun
23 Mon

July Webb 01366 72876
www.nvtec-ea.org.uk/rally/

Skeyton Goat

01692 538600
Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm
Strumpshaw, nr Norwich

07879 317276

22

Sun Rackheath Vintage Fair

Rackheath Playing Field 10:00 am

Dave Rix

22

Sun Classic Car Rally

Corton Playing Field 10:30 am

Free Entry - just turn up
Dave Rix

29

Sun

Mettingham Old Victorian Paul Maulden 01986 872537
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
Tea Rooms (NR35 1TL)
10.00-10.30

5

Sun Elveden Car Show

A Saunter Through the Saints

12 Sun Euston Rural Pastimes
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M Curtis 01508 550293
07753182065

Sun Stradsett Park Vintage Rally
Mon

15 Sun Classic Car & Bike Rally

Jun

Contact

The White Lion Inn,
Ufford, Suffolk just turn up!

May 1
2

Sat

Venue

Elveden Estate Walled
Garden, Thetford
Euston Park, nr Thetford

Richard Curtis 01284724013
(option 1 or 2) or 07860227181
Elvedenclassiccarshow@gmail.com

07880 797891
sue.lord.cc@btinternet.com
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Date
Jun

Event

Venue

Contact

12 Sun Norwich Classic Vehicle Club

Strumpshaw,
nr Norwich

Free Entry for Classic
Cars - just turn up 9:009:30am

18 Sat

Alston's Farm

Just turn up 2:00-4:00pm

18 Sat Swanton Morley Tractor & Bygones
19 Sun Rally

Village Hall, Swanton
Morley

Brendon Bush

18 Sat Vintage Rally & Country Fair
19 Sun

Goodrich Park, Palgrave,
Suffolk IP22 1BA

Dave Rix
www.throughtheages.co.uk

21

Tue

East Tuddenham Garden Fete

NA7C Meeting - Drive-It Night & Barbecue Jubilee Hall,

01362 688297 or 07766021
brendon.bush@gmail.com

Dave Rix

East Tuddenham - 7:30pm
26

Sun

Possible Club Run

26 Sun Yaxham Vintage Day

TBA

Dave Rix

Village Hall, Yaxham

P Rutherford
01362 668699

Jul

26 Sun Marham Charitable Fun Day

Blacktop Fields, Ladywood Rd, RAF Marham

Dave Rix

2
3

Sat Wings & Wheels
Sun

Heveningham Hall

01728 832363
www.countryfair.co.uk

2
3

Sat Vintage Transport Festival
Sun

North Norfolk Railway

www.nnrailway.co.uk

3

Sun 39th Annual Classic Car Rally

10

Sun

Nothing booked yet – available for club
runs etc

Please contact Dave Rix (01508 493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com) if you have any suggestions

17

Sun

Lynn at War (organised by Gressenhall
Farm & Workhouse)

Tuesday Market Place,
King’s Lynn 10am to 4pm

19

Tue

NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

24

Sun

Nothing booked yet – see above

King’s Lynn & District M C

Miriam Burroughs
01362 869262
miriam.burroughs@norfolk.gov.uk

30 Sat Old Buckenham Air Show
31 Sun

Old Buckenham Airfield

31 Sun Beighton House Garden Party

Beighton House, North Burlingham (12 onwards) - Bring
your own picnic and wine

Aug 7
13
14

Sun RAFA Day - Norfolk & Suffolk
Aviation Museum
Sat
Sun

NA7C Rally at Norwich Motor Show

Dave Rix
www.oldbuckenhamairshow.co.uk
www.oldbuckenhamairshow.co.uk/
classic-car.html

Flixton

David Charles
07940 917 588
mail@a7special.co.uk

Dave Rix
www.aviationmuseum.net

CANCELLED

16 Tue NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

21 Sun Classic Vehicle Show & Autojumble

Stonham Barns, Suffolk

21 Sun Weston Country Fayre
TO BE CONFIRMED

Devonshire Farm, Ringsfield Road, Nr Beccles

Ray Witton
01473 655666
ray.68w@btinternet.com

April 2016
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What’s On
Date

Event

Venue

Aug 28 Sun Village at War
29 Mon

Contact

Gressenhall Farm &
Workhouse, Dereham

01362 869262
more info to follow

29 Mon Aylsham Show

Blickling Hall

www.theaylshamshow.co.uk

18 Sun Magnificent Machinery Show

Hickling Barn, Hickling
NR12 0YU

David Skinner 01692 598150
magnificentmachinery
@hicklingbarn.com

20

Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

25

Sun

Easton College (8.30 - 9.30am) Norwich MG Owners Club
to???
www.nmgoc.co.uk/
Nelson2016.html

19

Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Nov 15 Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dec

TBD

Sep

Oct

13

Nelson County Car Run

Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change.
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information

Skittles Tournament
Jubilee Hall – 17 May 2015

RULES
Entry Fee - £1 per person

Cash Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Each contestant to bowl three balls, Total number of pins knocked down
to constitute the score. If all pins are knocked down with the first or second ball, they will be reset and the total added to the score.
If time permits, depending on the number of entrants, further
attempts may be allowed.
Highest score of the night wins. In the event of a tie, a deciding frame will
be played.
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Old Car Advertisements
If it says...

...It really means

Rare model

Nobody liked them when new either

Older restoration

Can't tell it's been restored

Needs work on engine

It's been seized for 30 years

Uses no oil

Just throws it out

Rough

It's too bad to lie about

One owner

Never been able to sell

No time to complete

Can't find parts anywhere

Needs work on interior

No seats

Rebuilt engine

New spark plugs fitted

May run

But it never has

Low mileage

Third time around

Many new parts

Keeps breaking down

Clean

It was out in the rain yesterday

Always driven slowly

No acceleration

Stored for 25 years

Under a tree

Easy restoration

Parts will come off in your hand

Good investment

Can’t depreciate any more

Club Sales
The following items are available from Paul Mauldon
(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com) or at Club meetings

90th Anniversary Tea Towel
Posters – £5
Only a few left!
£4
Will not be reprinted

Club Clothing

Fleeces – £29.50
Polo Shirts – £12.50
Baseball Caps – £8.50

All available in a variety of
colours and sizes
Details from Paul

Binder for “Grey Mags”
or “Natter”
holds 12 copies – £5
Stainless Steel
Radiator Badges – £9.95
Also available
Vinyl Windscreen badges
One large and one small badge – £1.50 per set

